Mobile ID
Prove your identity and claim your rights
just with your smartphone
click

18 +

Identity is ever more important
in every aspect of our lives.
We have to prove our identity or
confirm our identity data in many
more use cases than before – at hotel
desks, to buy lottery tickets, to pick
up a parcel… This increase in identity
checking implies that
›› We always need our identity
document with us
›› We may leave traces of our identity
in many places and jeopardize our
privacy and our identity
›› Verification process needs to be
easy, fast and secure.

Our offer:

O

wning a mobile phone is no longer an option, it is a tool we de
facto carry everywhere. In an ever digital and mobile world, the
challenge of proving your identity has evolved. At the same time,
privacy is a rising concern, it is a must. What if mobile phone could help
meeting these challenges?

Privacy is protected by design. First
because the user is in sole control of
the data he wants to share thanks
to this app. Second because the
amount of shared data is minimized
on the need-to-know basis (e.g. yes/
no answers to questions like “are
you of age?” or providing only the
requested attribute like the country
of residence).
Security is ensured at every step:
only the user can open his app,
the data are always up to date and
confirmed by the issuing authority.
Inspection becomes easy: no need
for special devices. Inspection can
also be done offline. The camera
of a phone will do the trick thus
simplifying the lives of users.

a privacy by design app to share
identity data
With Mobile ID, governments can
offer their citizens a mobile identity
app that is the digital companion of
their physical documents.

Why IDEMIA?
More than 100 governments trust
us! With more than 3bn identity
documents issued throughout
the years, protecting identity and
identity data is our core expertise.
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Security & Identity

Benefits
Welcome
to
mobile ID

Instant issuance
Mobile ID can be issued and used
right away

Enhanced interaction
Issuing authorities now have a
unique channel to interact with
their users. They can notify expiry
dates, update address instantly
and remotely…

So convenient

For all our offers, we think of
security as an overall concept
designed to protect what is most
valuable: our identity.

Users can go out just with their
phones. Service providers do not
need special training to check
identity documents.

MOBILE ID

An intuitive journey
Easy to get. We guarantee our customers a seamless integration in
their current process. You can offer your citizens the choice to either
receive their Mobile ID at the same time as their physical document
or to obtain it through self enrollment directly from their phone.
Easy to use and to check. As a user, you will find our app intuitive:
›› Choose the data you want to share
›› Show the secure QR code on your phone to the verifier
›› The verifier scans it with his own phone
›› The verifier gets a confirmation that the Mobile ID is genuine and
only the personal information he needs

Workflow of Mobile ID
click
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Cutting-edge technology
›› Selfie check to unlock
your Mobile ID

›› Specific security features
to secure Mobile ID

›› Anti-tamper, antispoofing measures
to protect your
Mobile ID against copy

›› App is available on iOS
and Android

And
tomorrow?
›› Mobile ID will evolve with
usage: more identity data
can be stored including travel
documents, driving licenses,
vehicle registration, insurance
certificates…
›› We’ll keep on securing your
mobile ID against the creativity of
fraudsters!
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